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constitute the other major branch of Islam, the Sunnites do not await

the Mahdi as a messenger from God, nor do they endow him with

divine qualities or immunity from failure in judgment.(A) nor do

they endow him(B) but they do not endow him(C) neither do they

endow him(D) and they neither endow him (E) while endowing him

neither137. Coronary angiography, a sophisticated method for

diagnosing coronary disease involving the introduction of a dye into

the arteries of the heart, is now administered 0selectively, because it

uses x-rays to observe cardiac function.(A) for diagnosing coronary

disease involving the introduction of a dye into the arteries of the

heart, is now administered 0selectively, because it uses(B) for

diagnosing coronary disease involving the introduction of a dye into

the arteries of heart, is now administered 0selectively, because of

using(C) for diagnosing coronary disease, involves the introduction

of dye into the arteries of the heart and is now administered

0selectively, because it uses(D) to diagnose coronary disease that

involves the introduction of a dye into the arteries of the heart, is

now administered 0selectively, because it uses (E) to diagnose

coronary disease involving the introduction of a dye into the arteries

of the heart, which is now administered 0selectively, uses138. Where

once the union had acquiesced to the prejudices of its

English-speaking members by supporting the imposition of an alien



tax on immigrant workers, after 1897 the United Mine Workers

made a determined effort to enlist Italians and Slavs in its ranks.(A)

Where once the union had acquiesced to the prejudices of its

English-speaking members by supporting(B) Where once the union

acquiesced to it English-speaking members’ prejudice for the

support of(C) While once the union had acquiesced to the

prejudices of its English-speaking members in support of(D) While

once the union acquiesced to its English-speaking members’

prejudice in supporting (E) While once the union had acquiesced to

the prejudices of its English-speaking members in its supporting

of139. Following the nutrition board’s advice on salt consumption

would mean a virtual end of the use of salt in cooking, an avoidance

of obviously salty foods, and reducing the reliance on processed

foods that contain significant amounts of often hidden sodium.(A)

reducing the reliance on processed foods that contain significant

amounts of often hidden sodium(B) reducing the reliance on

processed foods containing often hidden but significant amounts of

sodium(C) a reduction of the reliance on processed foods,

containing as they do often hidden sodium in significant

amounts(D) a reduced reliance on the significant amounts of hidden

sodium often contained in processed foods (E) a reduced reliance

on processed foods that contain significant but often hidden

amounts of sodium140. It may be another fifteen years before

spacecraft from Earth again venture to Mars, a planet now known to

be cold, dry, and probably lifeless.(A) again venture to Mars, a planet

now known to be(B) venture to Mars again, a planet now known for



being(C) will venture to Mars again, a planet now known as

being(D) venture again to Mars, a planet that is known now to be

(E) will again venture to Mars, a planet known now as being141. In

the last ten years, the 0dropout rate among Black high school

students fell substantially over the past decade, while the number of

Blacks who attend college is more than twice what it was.(A) fell

substantially over the past decade, while the number of Blacks who

attend college is more than twice what it was(B) fell substantially,

while the number of Blacks attending college is more than double

what it was at that time(C) has fallen substantially, while the number

of Blacks attending college has more than doubled(D) has fallen

substantially over the past decade, while the number of Blacks

attending college is more than twice what it was at that time (E) has

fallen substantially over the past decade, while the number of Blacks

who are attending college are more than double what they were142.

Pensions are now viewed as a deferred payment of salary, money a

worker is compelled to put away to take care of one’s later

years.(A) a worker is compelled to put away to take care of one

’s(B) that a worker is compelled to put away to take care of oneself

in(C) a worker is compelled to put away to take care of oneself in(D)

workers are compelled to put away to take care of them in (E)

workers are compelled to put away to take care of themselves in143.

The reports from the Department of Commerce indicated that the

economy had grown at an annual rate much higher than most

economists had predicted may occur.(A) had predicted may

occur(B) had predicted(C) predicted the occurrence of(D)



predicted may occur (E) predicted144. On stage, the force of Carrick

’s personality and the vividness of his acting disguised the fact he

was, which his surviving velvet suit shows, a short man.(A) he was,

which his surviving velvet suit shows,(B) he was, and it is his

surviving velvet suit that shows it,(C) of him being, as his surviving

velvet suit shows,(D) that he was, as his surviving velvet suit shows,

(E) shown in his surviving velvet suit, that he was145. Violence in the

stands at soccer matches has gotten so pronounced in several

European countries that some stadiums have adopted new rules that

aim to identify fans of visiting teams and that seat them in a separate

area.(A) to identify fans of visiting teams and that seat them(B) to

identify fans of visiting teams and seat them(C) to identify fans of

visiting teams for seating(D) at identifying fans of visiting teams so as

to seat them (E) at identifying fans of visiting teams and that seat

them146. Despite the recent election of a woman to the office of

prime minister, the status of women in Pakistan is little changed from

how it was in the last century.(A) is little changed from how it was(B)

is a little change from how it was(C) has changed little(D) has

changed little from how it has been (E) is little changed from the way

it was147. Not since Galileo suffered the “scurvy humor” of the

Inquisition has a religious organization so effectively curbed the

ability of a major scientist that he could pursue a theory.(A) has a

religious organization so effectively curbed the ability of a major

scientist that he could pursue(B) did a religious organization so

effectively curb the ability of a major scientist that he could

pursue(C) has a religious organization so effectively curbed the



ability of a major scientist to pursue(D) did a religious organization

so effectively curb the ability of a major scientist to pursue (E) has a

religious organization so effectively curbed whether a major scientist

had the ability that he could be pursuing148. In the last twenty years,

despite the chauvinism of European connoisseurs, California wines

are respected throughout the world.(A) are respected(B) are

becoming better respected(C) which have gained respect(D) have

gained respect (E) have since become respected149. Recently there

has been increased debate over if a budget surplus should go towards

lower taxes or increased spending on social programs.(A) over if a

budget surplus should go towards lower taxes or increased

spending(B) over whether a budget surplus should go towards

lowering taxes or increasing spending(C) about a budget surplus

going towards lower taxes or increasing spending(D) about if lower

taxes should come from a budget surplus or spending increases (E)

concerning a budget surplus and its going towards lower taxes or

increased spending150. Chicago, where industrial growth in the

nineteenth century was more rapid than any other American city,

was plagued by labor troubles like the Pullman Strikes of 1894.(A)

where industrial growth in the nineteenth century was more rapid

than any other American city(B) which had industrial growth in the

nineteenth century more rapid than that of other American cities(C)

which had growth industrially more rapid than any other American

city in the nineteenth century(D) whose industrial growth in the

nineteenth century was more rapid than any other American city (E)

whose industrial growth in the nineteenth century was more rapid
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